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Editorial
In the Twilight series of novels by
Stephenie Meyer, teenage human
Bella muses over what is the right
thing to say to her vampire boyfriend
Edward before he embarks on a
hunting trip without her:
"Should I say 'have fun,' or is that
the wrong sentiment?" I asked,
turning back to him.
"No, 'have fun' works as well as
anything." He grinned.
"Have fun, then." I worked to sound
wholehearted. Of course I didn't
fool him.
"I'll try." He still grinned.
Many contests, of many
different kinds, are
governed by rituals relating
to demonstrating respect
for your opposition. In
martial arts, bowing is
common; when my eightyear-old daughter finishes
a game of hockey or teeball, there are always three
cheers for the opposing
team and one for the ref. In many
international sports, you will hear the
teams’ national anthems being sung
just before the game begins,
respecting the fact that each player is
there to represent his/her country.
Following our recent Nationals, I was
explaining to a coworker how my
opportunity to represent New Zealand
at the World Championship had
essentially come down to the final
game, where I played off against
Lawson Sue for the remaining
available spot on the team. In the
decade or so that I have been keeping

record of such things, I have
competed against Lawson almost 70
times, and I would expect I’ve played
close to double that number of
‘friendlies’ against him. Lawson
almost invariably commences play by
saying, “Good luck, good game”, but
he is the only player I can think of who
reliably articulates a good wish for
their opponent.
In our game at this year’s Nationals,
however, it seemed fitting that we
acknowledge our mutual respect for
each other as a worthy contestant, in
keeping with the
significance of this particular
game. Lawson and I took
our places, made eye
contact, shook hands, and
genuinely wished each
other a good game. I don’t
believe I have ever shaken
hands before a Scrabble
match before, and very
rarely afterwards.
So, now I’m wondering, why
not? Why don’t we bow, or
cheer, or shake hands? Why is our
acknowledgement of our next
opponent’s stature as a player usually
limited to a casual “I think it’s you and
me now” over a crumbly biscuit? Is it a
manifestation of us Kiwis' notorious
laid-back attitude? Are we too
embarrassed to “stand on ceremony?”
There is another player on the
WESPAC team with whom I have
evolved a different commencement
ritual, more akin to the trash-talking
you might expect at a pro wrestling
event. Initially, I believe I may have
made some (admittedly fallacious)
Forwords Winter 2019
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claim to the effect that “it’s my turn to
beat you now”. Before too long, this
was upgraded to a statement of
intent: “I’m going to beat you now.”
My wily opponent eventually began
preempting this assertion, by telling
me, “you’re going to beat me now.”
Unfortunately for me, reverse
psychology seems to usually work in
this opponent’s favour.
While cogitating about this editorial, I
asked my husband, who competes in
CEROC (a partner dance, newly
allowed in CSW19) how they
acknowledge their fellow competitors
beforehand. “We’re all friends
anyway,” he told me. (So, there’s
something our codes have in
common!). “By the time we’re
competing, there’s usually been an
introductory ‘mixer’ the night before,
to make sure we’ve all danced with
the people we’re about to dance
against. So we’re all standing
together in the marshalling area,

waiting to take the floor, and we’re far
more likely to be complimenting each
other’s costumes, or critiquing the
music choices together, than fretting
about who’s about to beat whom.” I
think there’s wisdom in that.
So, what’s my suggestion for
Scrabble? Am I truly expecting each
successive opponent to bow deeply
to me before we begin each game?
Well, no… but I reckon I’d get a kick
out of it if they did! But for the most
part, I am a fan of rituals and I feel
like Scrabblers may have missed an
opportunity here. But what could we
say to each other to express our
respect for our opponent, champion
our faith in our own abilities, and
encapsulate all our hopes and fears
for the game ahead?
I reckon that, maybe, ‘Have fun’
works as well as anything.
Anderina McLean

Words from the President
by Howard Warner
Greetings! Cold enough for you this
winter? I find there’s nothing like a
game of Scrabble or several to warm
the cockles of one’s brain.
Since your last Forwords issue, the
Executive has farewelled a couple of
members. I can’t thank Anne
Goldstein and Glenda Foster enough
for their tireless work on behalf of
New Zealand Scrabble. Glenda’s
accumulation of institutional
knowledge will be much missed.
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We’ve also welcomed a couple of
able replacements. Liz Fagerlund, as
a former president and secretary of
the Association, has picked up where
she left off. Lynne Butler comes in
with loads of enthusiasm, energy, and
ideas.
The Executive has a lot to process
from the past year. We’re also starting
to think ahead to new strategic
directions, new initiatives – primarily
about growing the game (as I spoke
about in the last issue).
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You’ll hear our ideas
in due course.
Remember, we’re
keen to hear your
ideas as well.
Lately there has been
a flurry of activity
Howard Warner around and by our
WESPA Champs team – selection,
planning of travel and
accommodation, wrangling time off
work or business, funding, registering,
applying for visas, etc. It’s a complex
process, and India is not the easiest
of destinations. Despite the number of
top players who weren’t able to take
up their spots, we still have an
impressive lineup, I believe. The
Association has high hopes for a top
showing at the world’s premier event.
There’s one player I’m particularly
excited for: John Foster.
He has been so close to
making the team since
the very first Worlds, a
quarter of a century ago.
Now in his ninth decade,
John has finally cracked
John Foster it! Accepting his place, he
said it was probably his
last chance to represent New Zealand
at the highest level – though I
wouldn’t bet on that.
Another player to be playing their first
worlds after getting oh-so-close over
the years is Andrew Bradley.
Forwords co-editor Anderina McLean
had an agonising decision to make –
balancing out her love of top-level
competition with the needs of her
young family. (Scrabble won!) Dylan
Early is fizzing to wear the silver fern.
I was also pleased to see how well
Lawson Sue did in Whangarei after
clinching his selection.

Anderina McLean, Andrew Bradley
& Dylan Early
We have seven players plus Nigel
Richards, who gets his own spot as
world No. 2. Our first
reserve, Liz, is booked
to play the side
tournament. But she’s
hoping to nab a spot in
the main event by
finishing high up in the
Nigel Richards
‘last-chance qualifier’
event. I’m sure you’ll
all join me in wishing the squad the
very best in Goa.
However, at the time of writing the
Worlds is not the only top-level
tournament coming up. The World
Senior Championship –
open to all players
aged 55-plus – takes
place at the end of
August. It’s in
Southport, on the Gold
Coast, which makes it
Joanne Craig
accessible for Kiwis.
Late-blooming John
was one of the first to sign up. Maybe
he’ll return as the top octogenarian in
the world? No pressure, John! Joanne
and I, both previous winners, are
hungry for more. But it is shaping up
to be a very strong field.
Good luck to everyone
playing tourneys, young
or old, at home or abroad.
Lawson Sue
Forwords Winter 2019
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Geocaching: treasure hunting
for grownups
by Clare Wall, Independent
Scrabble is just one of the addictive
loves of my life. GEOCACHING
comes a close second. I was
introduced to this hobby several years
ago and it has become a passion. It
has been described as a cross
between orienteering and treasure
hunting, and it’s suitable for all age
groups (despite the title of this article).
So, what is geocaching? A
GEOCACHER will hide a small
container with a log sheet inside, and
post the GPS coordinates on the
geocaching website: https://
www.geocaching.com/play .

the couch. Geocaching has taken me
all around the lower North Island, and
into other out-of-the-way places
further afield in NZ and even
Australia. I’ve discovered nooks and
crannies in Wellington I never knew
existed in the 18 years I’ve lived here.
There are thousands of caches all
over NZ. The map included here
shows the caches in central and
southern Wellington. The smiley faces
are the ones I’ve found; there are
plenty yet to go!

Other GEOCACHERS then use the
GPS on their smartphones to find the
container, sign their names on the log
sheet, and then log their find online.
You only need a smartphone to join
in, so it's a reasonably cheap hobby
and great for families. Many caches
have room for small trinkets on a takeone-leave-one basis, which kids love.

I’ve never been one for the great
outdoors so I’ve been frankly
astonished at how the prospect of
some geocaching can propel me off
Forwords Winter 2019

As well as the basic, traditional type of
geocache described above, there are
several other types. A “multi” has
several waypoints you need to visit to
gather clues which help you find the
final location. A “virtual” cache doesn’t
have a physical container; you have to
go to a particular spot and take a
photo, or otherwise prove that you
were there in order to log it. An “earth”
cache has a physical science theme.
But my favourites are “mystery”
caches. These have a puzzle that you
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need to solve to obtain the
coordinates of the cache container.
I’ve learned so much from doing them!
From various codes and ciphers,
through cryptic song lyrics, binary
notation, foreign languages, native
birds... even *Footrot Flats comics.
Geocachers can make a puzzle out of
anything!
After claiming a fair few geocaches, I
decided to create some of my own
and, naturally, the first puzzle I put out
had a Scrabble theme. It’s called
Children of the Tile Fairy and can be
found at https://www.geocaching.com/
geocache/GC6ZRQP_children-of-thetile-fairy-wellington .

notes. There are also some challenge
puzzles. For example, my partner and
I completed a challenge to find more
than 100 caches in 24 hours (we
managed 149). Another challenge
was to claim 100 caches in the
shortest time possible, starting at
midnight. We roamed all over the
Wairarapa and managed it in nine and
a half hours (we needed a very long
nap at the end of that!).

If you’re looking for an outdoor activity
to complement your indoors Scrabble,
especially something the whole family
can do together, give geocaching a
go!

It provides a list of names. To solve it,
geocachers have to find the Scrabble
tile points values of the letters in the
names, add them up for each name,
and then they’ll have the GPS
coordinates of the cache location. So
far 35 geocachers have managed to
solve my puzzle and find the log
sheet.
I’ve had some great adventures while
geocaching. There are regular events
for geocachers to meet up and swap

So, it’s that time again when the
editrices have to remind and nag our
readers... this is our second issue for
this subscription year (yes, we’re late
again but, hey, even editrices are
allowed to go into winter hibernation
sometimes, especially when they’re
serving out their notice). This means
that there will be two more issues
after this one for which we are
responsible. Autumn is done, Winter
has finally come, Spring will arrive in

My partner Tom and I at the end of the 100
Cache challenge — still smiling, amazingly!

a little while, and Summer will be hot
on its heels, and then WE ARE
GONE! So if you want your Scrabble
magazine to continue, then someone
is going to have to step up and make
it happen. Seriously, if you’re even
remotely wondering whether you
could give this editing gig a go, just
drop a note to either one of us or an
Exec member. We promise not to
strongarm you into the role just
because you make an enquiry.

Forwords Winter 2019
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New Words in CSW19
by Jeff Grant, Hastings
The new words from Collins Scrabble
Words, 2019 (CSW19) became
usable in New Zealand tournaments
from 1st July this year. There are just
617 new terms from two to eight
letters in length, so it’s a relatively
small update. As a comparison, the
2015 two to eight letter additions
totalled 3081 words, and in 2007 it
was over 6000! There are now nearly
280,000 words available in English
language Scrabble (2-15 letters).
For the first time since 2007 we have
some new two-letter words. There are
three of them: EW (expression of
disgust), OK (all right),
and ZE (gender-neutral pronoun; he/
she, they). All of them will have an
effect on the game, particularly OK,
which gives the K less blocking
potential, and ZE, which will make you
think twice before leaving a premium
square above an E if the Z isn’t
accounted for.
There are only six new three-letter
words. The most valuable are
probably those with a high-value
letter: DOX (to publish personal
information about someone online),
VAX (short for 'vaccine' and
'vaccination'), and (at last!) ZEN (a
state of calm attentiveness).

PEDI
Forwords Winter 2019

TIFO - Choreography of Borussia
Dortmund supporters
There are not many new fours either,
just 13 in fact. FIFI (a mountaineering
hook) is back, and we also
have PEDI (for
‘pedicure’), BLUD (close friend),
and OWIE (a minor injury - ow!). My
personal favourite is TIFO, an
organised display performed during a
game by soccer fans. It’s derived from
the Italian word for ‘typhus’,
suggesting a feverish state.
A few new Kiwi-flavoured words are
included. We finally
have EELING, SOOKY, and TRADIE,
as well as DIDYMO (rock snot), and
the Māori term ROHE (tribal
territory). TAIHOA (wait) is now listed
as a verb, so TAIHOAS, TAIHOAED,
and TAIHOAING are now also in. Still
not allowed are *FARMLET,
*GRUNTY, *HOIHO, *POUNAMU,
and give us back our *JANDAL/S!
New fives include EXOME (part of a
genome), FIGGY (tasting of figs, as in
‘figgy pudding’ yum!), JUDGY (tending to judge
others), the
palindromic LAVAL (pertaining to
lava), NDUJA (an Italian
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POMELIKE (!), and VOLELIKE. The
meanings are obvious. I’m sure you
get the picture. In theory any noun
could have -like added.

NDUJA
salami), PLUTO (to reduce in
importance), UNSAW (failed to see),
and YOWZA (an expression of
surprise).

New longer words containing the
other high-scoring letters J, X, and Z
include COTIJA, JAVELLE,
JUGAAD, TROJAN, ANTIVAX,
EXONEREE, GRAWLIX, OXYANION,
BIZJET, PROZZIE, UNGLITZY, and
ZOMBOID. The least useful new word
has to be BIZZAZZ, a variant of the
equally useless PIZZAZZ. You need
an extra Z or blank for those!

There is also the obligatory U-less Qword, in this case QAPIK, an
Azerbaijani monetary unit equal to
one hundredth of a MANAT (MANAT
was already valid). Another couple of
longer Q-words now allowed
are AQUAFABA, an egg-white
substitute in vegan cookery,

BIZJET
A couple of new multi-I words are
worth noting: ILIACI (plural of ‘iliacus’,
the flexor muscle of the thigh),
and KILIKITI (a Polynesian version of
cricket).
AQUAFABA
and BURQUINI, a swimming costume
suitable for Muslim women (BURKINI
is already allowed).

There are lots of slang terms too,
including the following sixers:
BLOGGY, CAPCOM, COLLAB,
DADBOD, HANDSY, PREGGO,
SAMMIE, THINGO, and VEGIER.

One thing that stands out with the new
sevens and eights is the number of LIKE words. There are, like, heaps of
them, such as: BURLIKE, CAPLIKE,
EGGLIKE, FIGLIKE, FURLIKE,
ORBLIKE, PENLIKE, ADZELIKE,
BANDLIKE, COATLIKE,
CROWLIKE, CUBELIKE, CUSPLIKE,
FLAPLIKE, FLAXLIKE, MINTLIKE,
Forwords Winter 2019
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Here are a dozen new high-probability bonus words, none of which have
anagrams:
ANAGENS — periods of hair growth
EYELINE — line of sight
OTHERED — treated someone as different
RENDANG — Indonesian meat dish
ROGUIER — more roguish
TENENDA — clauses in land tenure deeds
BOARDIES — a pair of board shorts
ENCOLPIA — crosses worn on the breast
LINENIER — more like linen
PECTINEI — large flat thigh muscles
PETITIOS — forms of fallacious reasoning
THEANINE — amino acid with health benefits.

RENDANG

And finally, here are a few lower-probability eights:
AMPACITY — the most current a wire can carry
BIBIMBAP — Korean rice and vegetable dish
CHHERTUM — monetary unit of Bhutan
HIVEMIND — the shared mind of a group
NORMCORE — a consistently unobtrusive style of
dress
SAVASANA — final resting pose in yoga
WAYBACKS — areas in the back of vehicles.
Of course, the above selection is only a taster. For a more
thorough introduction to the new CSW19 words, see the
initiation kit prepared by David Sutton and approved by the
WESPA Dictionary Committee. You can find this invaluable
resource at https:////www.wespa.org/csw19ik.pdf

SAVASANA
Forwords Winter 2019
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New Zealand National Scrabble
Championship 2019
The 40th New Zealand National Scrabble Championship took place in
Wellington at Queen’s Birthday weekend. This contest incorporated seven more
games than previous years’ Nationals, with play lasting two and a half days of
the three-day long weekend.
Sponsorship by Ryman Healthcare allowed for plenty of cash prizes, but
unfortunately they had no venue available large enough for the almost 80
entrants. So we were back in a Bridge Club, and still had to play in two
separate rooms, which meant that the higher and lower grades did not get to
see as much of each other as we might have hoped.
Instead of the typically haphazard dinner entertainments on Sunday night,
Wellington’s Dylan Early compiled and hosted a fascinating and wellresearched trivia quiz. Topics included games, movies, cryptic representations
of popular sayings, and numerous other subjects many of which were
deliberately designed to engage a Scrabble-lover’s synapses.
Typically, Editrices’ requests of “would you like to write a report about your
Nationals experience for Forwords?” were met with approximately an equal
amount of enthusiasm as one expects for a Vogon’s offer to read you some of
its poetry, so many details of this landmark event will remain unreported. But all
is not lost! Here’s what real, published, much-better-than-a-Vogon poet Nick
Ascroft had to say:

I was asked by editor-stroke-journalist Steve Braunias to write these two pieces
for Newsroom, a new national newsy website. We had been communicating on
Twitter and I had mentioned Scrabble word learning (and the fact that I hate
WELLBEING spelled without
a hyphen, which I believe
only Collins has as its
preferred variant). There's
an article in this, he
suggested. Here they are in
Forwords, with permission
from Newsroom.
Nick Ascroft
Credit: Grant Maiden

Forwords Winter 2019
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How NZ’s 20th best Scrabbler gets in shape
by Nick Ascroft, Wellington
I am about to go head-to-head, bokoà-boko, gamer-versus-gamer with the
best Scrabble players in New
Zealand. It’s the 2019 Nationals, this
year in Wellington over Queen’s
Birthday weekend. I’m no slouch at
this game and have in fact dedicated
far too many waking hours that
should’ve been employed more
gainfully elsewhere memorising
stacks of words and recalling them on
command from their jumbled-up
counterparts. Yell at me in the street:
‘STAND plus OR plus a Y’ and …
actually I can’t recall that one right
now, but I know there’s an eight-letterword there from my mnemonic.
And this is the problem. Rot. I spent
years learning all these little raggy bits
and bobs. I spent further years
continually revising them and then like
every good story I grew fat and
complacent. I am currently in 20th
place in the New Zealand rankings but
falling fast. TARDYONS! That’s the
word.
In 2003 having read Stefan Fatsis’s
book Word Freak I sought out the
local Scrabble club in Dunedin. I
already loved the game, but to
discover there were tournaments and
an authoritative word list, I was juiced.
This was also the
year of my Burns
Fellow residency at
Otago University.
With all that time on
my hands and of
course no intention
of doing any writing
(as if!) I began
cramming the word
Forwords Winter 2019

list through my eye sockets and into
the memory bank. Picture a shredder,
and the Penguin from Batman
Returns sticky-taping it all back
together on the other side. Before
attending club I realised I had to know
all the two- and three-letter words
cold. The embarrassment if not, right?
Wrong. I was immediately in the top
half of the club, just knowing those.
From there, my rise was meteoric if
meteors fell mostly upwards.
The meteor has certainly bumped
around a bit. I’ve had a couple of
rankings nosedives. In the UK I
battled into the top 150 until a series
of terrible tournaments, including the
one where I lost eight straight games
in a row. The tournament was an eight
-game affair. For fans of maths, that’s
all of them.
Psychology is a factor in Scrabble.
You have to stay cool, take each play
as it comes. What’s the best move
with the tiles you have and the board
as it stands to increase your chances
of winning the game? That’s the only
question every move. But when
you’ve lost six in a row, in some cases
to people you would be expected to
steamroll, your psychology says
STAY COOL AAARRRGHH STAY
ARRRGGHHH. I go a little red in the
face and my eyes sort of sink into
their skull holes as if to hide from
shame. We can be dumb little
mammals at times like these. I’m not a
poor loser per se.
But seven games into a losing streak I
wasn’t thinking that hey perhaps I
should swap when my rack is
UUVIIOW. I was thinking I MUST
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NOT LOSE THIS GAME TOO
ARRRRGGHH. I lost it.
And that happens in Scrabble even at
the height of one’s powers. Luck is a
big element in the game. Generally it
evens out. But on a good day
everything falls into place without you
having to think. You might play four
simple everyday bonus words in a row
while your opponent gags. Other
days, your luck flips and nothing will
go right. I call it poison fingers. You
reach into the tile bag and the poison
gravitates to your hand: three of the
same vowel, multiple Rs, the Vs, W,
and U together, the Q that seems to
offer hope but is just an albatross you
carry from turn to turn unable to shed.
You swap or play off the worst of the
bunch and more garbage floats up.
Here’s where the best players in the
game show their mettle, however.
While the schlubs in the B and C
grades gripe about their terrible racks,
the grandmaster plays their way out of
trouble. Why does world number one,
Nigel Richards from New Zealand, win
such a high percentage of his games?
Knowing all the words helps, but
assessing each situation and scoring
about 20 points more than you or I
would’ve off what looked like losing
positions while blocking his opponent
is a nice extra. Given the same letters,
Nigel or a good computer would likely
make a better play for most of your
moves. Improvement is all about
lowering that number. Nigel is also
unflappable. Me, you can flap.
*
As it was at my last tournament, the
Masters. New Zealand’s top players
gather every Easter at this three-day
23-game event. It can accommodate

24 players only, with priority given to
the top 24 in the rankings and then, if
any can’t attend, those progressively
further down the echelons. It was held
in Whanganui at the Jane Winstone
retirement village. What a venue! As
part of a new sponsorship deal with
NZ Scrabble, Ryman Healthcare and
their villages are bringing in Scrabble
and offering tea, cakes and prize
money. It was swish, with background
music that leant heavy on Rod
Stewart, a pool table, and a ping pong
table where a spry fashion-forward
octogenarian despatched allcomers.
On the drive up with two previous
Nationals winners, Dylan Early and
Howard Warner, we tested each other
with difficult anagrams. Howard’s
knowledge of the word list is not quite
Nigelian but it’s close, and his recall is
lightning fast. I would dredge up
arcane words on my phone from one
of the word study apps, call out the
letters out of order and he would
instantly say REMUEUR or whatever.
To Howard’s brain there is no
intermediary mnemonic that helps him
track where he might know those
letters from and opens that particular
cupboard for a rummage. It’s just
accessible. This string of letters in any
order equals this word or these words.
He learns and revises them like that in
long lists. The words with the letters
written in alphabetical order (called an
*alphagram) are presented to him in
the Zyzzyva app and he types in the
answer.
Dylan uses the app as well, but for
learning he employs mnemonics. The
filthier the mnemonic the more likely
you are to remember it, some say. I
refuse to comment.
Forwords Winter 2019
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After the first day in the retirement
village I was doing poorly. My ranking
suggested I should win about half my
games, but I was losing - and losing to
the wrong people. In the end I
scraped to 19th place on eight wins
(out of 24). I had beaten two of the
best players (one of them Dylan,
haha) and hadn’t played terribly as
such, but … Analysing the games and
some of the words I missed or
chickened out of was chastening. I
played far too many everyday words
for bonuses, a sure sign that the
stranger words were a little deeper in
the recesses of the memory. I’d
recognise them if someone else
played them, but wouldn’t find them
myself. I missed at least three clear
game-winning plays. I’ll make dumb
mistakes in a tournament. That’s fine.
I know who I am and don’t beat myself
to death over a couple of clumsy
fumbles. This was more endemic.
Despite the poison fingers I hadn’t
managed to drag myself ahead, to
overcome, to surmount, like a better
player would.
The tournament told me one thing.
Nicholas you are coasting. You are
sitting on a ball of lint you mistook for
your laurels. Six or seven years ago I
had a regular programme of study and
revision. I was always learning new
sets of words: six-letter-word Vdumps, all the words ending in
WORT, WISE, WART, and WOOD, all

the five letter words with any three of
W, Y, F, H, K, and V. I used to use the
Zyzzyva app and its demanding cardboxing system.
But I stopped. Life happened.
Laziness happened. The words
started to slip from the memory. I
moved back to New Zealand. I had a
son. I became generally a little less
enthused. I still did well enough at
tournaments to not overburden
myself. My other obsessions flooded
in: up-tempo indie jangle, the solar
system. I wrote a lot of shrill poetry. I
tried to start a business. I tried to be a
novelist. No, said the Whanganui
Masters. Screw all that. It’s time to
knuckle the flip down.
*
So I am back in the fight as the
Pretenders once said, like a pigeon
from hell. I began by revising all the
four- and five-letter words that
contained J, Q, X, or Z. They used to
be my strong suit. Wham there goes
USQUE or XYLOL or … oh? I didn’t
know CEZVE, but now I do. I had
forgotten JOMON. What do they
mean though? says the
snaggletoothed PE teacher at the
back of the bus to himself. I don’t
know and unless it helps me
remember that one doesn’t take an S
on the end, I don’t care. Well I care a
little. Words are beautiful things.
Next up it’s the 3500 most probable
seven- and eight-letter words. For this
list I’ve used an old app that mentions
Windows XP as it loads. It’s called
*Lexpert. It’s like an old friend. You
can make custom lists of words from it
and test yourself against them.

CEZVE
Forwords Winter 2019
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ALUNITE
That’s about it. But I need nothing
fancy. To pull the list I have asked
Lexpert to bring in all the seven- and
eight-letter words you can build from
the most frequent tiles in the bag.
Anything there is four or more of. In
the case of the letter E, as there are
12 of them in the set, three Es are
added to the pot, and so on. The list
builds from the letters A, A, E, E, E, I,
I, O, O, U, D, L, N, R, S, T. I should
know all of these but I don’t. I
discovered ALUNITE to my surprise.
It’s a very high-probability word, so it’s
odd that I haven’t seen it in gameplay.
Then last Wednesday, when playing
Frank Robinson at the Scrabble
Wellington club night in Brooklyn, the
letters floated onto my rack. Frank is
like a Liverpudlian Larry David and is
famous for surviving the Wahine ferry
sinking. His challenge of ALUNITE
went down like the aforementioned. If
I was superstitious, and I am, I would
say this is a good omen, and I will:
this is a good omen.
I’m doing the minimal in terms of
revision before this tournament really.
There is years of work ahead to
restore my word memory to what it
was. I should be working on my Cwords and F-words for instance (both
are oddly my weak points). That said,
I’m better now than my younger self in
the strategic elements of the game.
My endgame is no peach, but I’m
better at securing a win when ahead

by a small margin. A lot of games
before the tournament helps too. I
love the Facebook Scrabble app and
play a few turns every day (but not
every hour as I did when at the height
of my addiction). Even if I had a moral
backbone I wouldn’t quit FB, because
of my need for Scrabble.
The rest of my programme of swot
before Queen’s Birthday is focused on
crucial knowledge as opposed to
fancy shooting. Low-hanging fruit, as
they say at my work, while I die a little
inside. The four-vowel five-letterwords. The two-I fives. A few stems I
have old mnemonics for to recall
sevens and eights. I’ll test myself
thoroughly on all of these. Seeing the
words isn’t enough. You have to recall
them, either from the letters mixed up
or cold out of nothing, for instance I
might write down 20 of them, cover
the paper and recall those same 20.
The act of recalling reinforces the
memory.
But the day before the tournament I’ll
just eyeball any list or random handwritten scrawl of missed words from a
previous event, anything and
everything I can, just hoping that the
old exam-cram memory shelf can hold
onto something odd and useful. I will
not get back to my best, but I’ll be
sharper than my opponents will
expect. Like a piece of A4 snatched
too quickly off the printer. Unless they
read this.

Forwords Winter 2019
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Dopiest, dewiest, eggiest: our man at the Scrabble champs
by Nick Ascroft, Wellington
The National Scrabble Championship
was held over the three days of
Queen’s Birthday weekend in
Wellington. Before the event, when
my agent was haggling the fees for a
before-and-after piece with the
commissioning team at Newsroom’s
sky-scraping glass offices, we
promised a classic sports movie arc in
two parts. So that’s what you get. It’s
time for part two.
The first reel established me as a
washed-up has-been finding his
moment of crisis. With a month to go
before the redemptive national
tournament I had been back in
training. I was taking another shot at
that big brass ring.
The games began at 9am on the
Saturday. My not-quite-two-year-old
had kept me up through the night, so I
was feeling vague. Also a little
flustered, being part of the organising
committee and having only locked in
the lunch catering the day before.
Would the food turn up? How would I
divvy it all out anyway? I don’t say
these things to set up excuses. For
the most part I felt warm and
optimistic. The moment before the
games kick in anything is possible. I
felt confident.
I hadn’t quite completed all the word
revision I had hoped to. But in having
actually done a lot more than in the
past five years, my head was abuzz
with words. On the bus in I had looked
over all the seven- and eight-letter
words ending in WORT. They are
gross-sounding words, which makes
them memorable: FLEAWORT,
MUDWORT, LUNGWORT, etc. Ew! I
Forwords Winter 2019

connected them to a story about a
witch’s kitchen. I looked away from
the list then recalled each of them
through the story mnemonic.
But this was my fanciest bit of word
work. The rest had been more
mundane, more back to basics. The
WORTS got me halfway to the bus
stop, so in the Zarf app on my phone I
brought up the 145 words of seven
letters that end in –IEST. You know:
DOPIEST, DEWIEST, EGGIEST, etc.
I used to know them all. They are
probably the most common type of
bonus word in Scrabble, especially in
the lower grades. The S means you
are more likely to be able to put it on
the board, compared to say –ING
words. A few surprise me, like
HAYIEST and MINIEST. Are they
newish I wonder?
That’s one of the fun things about
Scrabble, the list of playable words
doesn’t sit still. Every four or five
years a new swathe of words comes
in. If you don’t keep up, and my efforts
have not been exemplary, you suffer.
Also, this is pretty much the only time
you hear about Scrabble (or
dictionaries) in the news. Every few
years the same headlines float up like
that jelly-froth fat in a pot of saveloys.
English language under siege! You’ll
never guess what word is now
allowable in Scrabble! This year, as of
1 July, you can play OK, ZE, and EW.
I will allow you a moment’s froth. Part
of me froths too. Not at EW of course.
But we Scrabblers just play on.
Whatever is in the list is in, and
whatever isn’t, isn’t.
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What isn’t in the list becomes a
problem in the first game. By the sixth
turn I have had three words
challenged off. My confidence tells me
that you can spell DIASTOLE without
the final E. You can’t. In fact, despite
how inviting the letters A-D-I-L-O-S-T
look, there is no bonus word there.
Long ago I knew this, but that
knowledge has become warped at the
edges, convincing me that in fact
something lies hidden in the letters.
Oh it’s *ODALIST I realise and slap
that down. Nope. I’m thinking of
SODALIST. Off it comes. Two turns
later I play TINGLES onto ORA,
making *ORAS. But ORA is already a
plural, the plural of OS. My opponent,
Cicely Bruce, walks me up to the
laptop where we self-adjudicate a
challenge. The play is unacceptable
says the machine, so we trudge back
and I remove the tiles from the board.
‘I learned it isn’t a word the same
way,’ she says. ‘That helps it stick in
the memory.’ I wonder. Memory is a
strange and wobbling thing.
I play another dud later in the game,
but either Cicely has pity on me or she
thinks I must know it and doesn’t
challenge. I play *YAULM, a hybrid of
the allowable YAULD and YEALM.
Two nights previous I had revised the
five-letter words starting with a Y. I
have a creeping feeling that my word
learning is a hindrance not a help.
‘Too much in the brain’ suggests
Rosemary Cleary of Whanganui later
on when I am playing her, as if that is
a thing everyone else knew about and
no one told me. Can you revise too
much? Cicely beats me soundly with
some good play and the whopping
score of 561 to my 294. Not creeping
over 300 is always a little mortifying
for the tournament player.

Nick contemplates his move
That I know I will have to write this
piece gives me a little solace. It’s a
good story, I tell myself, the
protagonist has to go down first before
they can rise. The others in the
tournament seem to know I am writing
this too. A lot of people come up to
me between rounds to tell me they
read the first piece. Not all 78
competitors, but enough to give me
the *heebie-*jeebies. They look at me
as if to say, and you can quote me on
that. One old dear of a man says,
‘You know you could be a writer. You
could write books.’ I feel icy feet figure
skating over my grave.
*
They also look at me with a little extra
pity as I proceed to win only three of
the first eight games. I’ll be fine I tell
myself. It’s just day one. I have 14
games left to rally. But I am being a
little previous. This sequel is more of
an Empire Strikes Back, which is to
say bittersweet, a tough sidestep on
the road upwards. What would
success have looked like anyway?
(As they say in governmental makework meetings, and which I find
myself saying in them too these days
with a whiteboard marker in my hand,
while circling the word ‘engagement’
or ‘strategy’.)
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There are six grades at the
tournament this year, and I have not
made the A-grade. Twelve of New
Zealand’s finest, all but two of the top
14 in the country, are fighting for the A
-grade title and with it the chance to
be champion of New Zealand. At least
five of them have won it before.
Competition is hot and spectacular. If
there is any story of success against
the odds at the tourney, it’s happening
there. But in fact it becomes a march.
Alastair Richards runs away with it.
He wins 18 of the 22 games, with
second place going to Howard Warner
with five wins fewer (and a draw).
Alastair’s Scrabble is formidable. He’s
a young doctor of Australian
extraction. He was easily top of the
NZ ratings before the tournament, and
even if the legendary champion Nigel
Richards (no relation) returned to New
Zealand, I would not bet against
Alastair to hold his place.
Howard discussed with me after the
tournament how he should’ve won in
his final game against Alastair, but the
endgame solution was counterintuitive. He says Alastair explained to
him the logic of why the winning move
should’ve been selected. Howard had
looked at all the permutations with six
tiles unseen in the bag, but Alastair
‘had just looked further ahead’. Dylan,
mentioned in the last piece, was also
in the A Grade and won the prize for
highest scoring word of the
tournament: PRESCUTA for 189
points.
*
Instead I am in B-grade. The last time
I was in the B's at a tournament, I was
the top rated player in the grade and
managed to defend that position,
winning the second tier the way
Forwords Winter 2019

Norwich always do before being
instantly relegated. This time the
competition is tight as guts. I am the
fifth highest rated of 12, but in a field
which also contains three Aussies,
whose NZ rating is looser having
played fewer games in the country.
Three players in the grade are
grandmasters, which means they’ve
previously been in the top 10 in the
country long enough to hold that
honour: Glennis Hale, Steven Brown,
and Cicely.
Glennis is an affable player with a
calm demeanour, a nest of auburnslash-silver hair, and a canny way
with the board. She seems to love the
game for itself, win or lose. Glennis is
one solitary rating point off playing in
the A Grade. Over the 22 games of
the tournament she ends up with 40
bonus words. Only seven people top
that. (Alastair gets 51!) So when I
sneak a win against her, it’s a sweet
thing. In fact it ends up being the best
game of my tournament. I spend five
minutes on the endgame and find a
play that I believe is a winner. Glennis
has SHOTTLE on her rack. I know as
I’ve worked it out. She can’t play her
bonus, but there are quite a few spots
for her to score highly. So my thinking
has to be, go out in two moves (so
before Glennis), score well, and block
some of the high-scoring spots that
favour her letters. My highest scoring
play is JUDO, but it opens the
possibility for Glennis to score
massively and win.
A perverse thought occurs. I can’t
block all the spots she can score
highly from, but I can open another
similar one. I play JUNCO keeping MA-D, giving me a chance to go out the
next move, but leaving a new lane to
two separate triple word scores. The
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overload method. While her clock
ticks away (six minutes remain on it),
she has too many places to think
about. The juicy places to score are
there to take her eye away from the
place where she can block my outplay, and score little. But Glennis is
smart. She knows what I’m doing, and
spends a lot of her time thinking it
through. Luckily no solution presents
itself and I win by eight points.
We go into post-game analysis.
Perhaps there was a winning play for
her. We examine it, and as we do I
see her winning move. Not one the
computer would suggest, because it
relies on my stupidity. Block my outplay with anything and she wins. It
turns out there is only one on the
board for me: MAID (which I did). But I
had mistakenly thought there was
another. I would have played the dud
word *MODA through the O of
JUNCO and lost.
Here’s where computer analysis after
a game helps highlight your
weaknesses. Late on Saturday night I
open the Quackle app on my old
desktop computer to analyse my loss
to Steven Brown. What was I doing
wrong, I asked Quackle. You don’t
wanna know buddy, it replied. My first
play was PUCE. ‘Your favourite
colour?’ quipped Steven in his
deadpan manner at the time and I
thought, bang on. Quackle asks why I
didn’t play PUCELAGE. That kind of
miss I don’t cry about. I didn’t know
PUCELAGE.
What hurt more was the more
endemic faults, the way I threw away
my best bonus-building letters and
combinations where Quackle opted to
score less but improve my rack. It
suggested ROWME. I didn’t know it. It

suggested PEYOTL playing only –
YOT– between the existing PE (gap)
L. I didn’t know it. I remembered why I
had stopped using the blasted thing.
My son woke up so I went to bed,
laying him between my pillow and
Kate’s. Sunday morning arrived
bringing his second birthday. We had
a doll’s house for him that I
assembled from flat pack without
destroying it. He has a smile that can
fart rainbows and I felt optimistic
again.
I also played FIREBIRD in the game
against Glennis. And if I may descend
into high-school level allusion, it’s the
moral of the tournament if we need
one. That I may have ended up on 10
wins and come a mediocre 10th in a
grade of 12, but I know that if I put the
effort in I will rise back up like that
fiery (hubristic) bird. Not very high
actually, but a little. And that’ll do. The
B Grade is won by Australian Heather
Long, who I beat satisfyingly as part of
a five-game winning streak. So I am
not far off.
There was also a prize for most
unusual word of the tournament.
Joanne Craig (ranked third in New
Zealand and 15th in Australia) won
with
CACODYL, as
judged by the
Ryman
representative.
Look it up. It’s a
bit lovely. I will
either rise like a
firebird or go
down like a
cacodyl
cocktail. Likely
both.
Joanne Craig
Forwords Winter 2019
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EAU de TOILETTE
by Mike Currie, Mt. Albert
It was the late
Hazel Purdie
who caught me
out trying to
hook an ‘S’ on
the end of JEU.
“Some of those
French ones
only take an ‘X’.”
That was a
Mike Currie
helpful pointer.
But on closer inspection there are few
French words ending in –EU. The
social MILIEU (S/X), bidding ADIEU
(S/X), and the beautiful PRIEDIEU
(S/X), literally ‘pray (to) God’ which
you may have knelt on in church.
Whereas according to Zyzzyva, there
are 40 words terminating in –EAU,
which of course is also a word in itself.
Only English could translate EAU de
TOILETTE as toilet water. Keep that
pronunciation in mind as we explore
this vocabulary further.
ABOIDEAU (S/X) is a dam to prevent
overflow of water onto marshland.
ABOITEAU (S/X) is a sluice gate in a
dyke. Similar. And both belong to that
group of eights which boast all five
vowels. As a man, I was blissfully

unaware of the word BANDEAU (S/X).
We used to call them ‘boob tubes’ in
the 80s. And from my schoolboy
French I know BATEAU (X) is a boat,
BERCEAU (X) a cot, and CADEAU
(X) a gift. Hazel would have known
that each of these three only take an
‘X’.
You may remember COUTEAU (S/X)
is a knife, but did you know COTEAU
(S/X) is the side of a valley, and a
CORBEAU (S) is a raven? Fancy that.
I guess we get the word CORVID from
that, as ravens and crows both belong
to that family. Another francophone
bird is MOINEAU (S), the sparrow.
You might ‘eat like a bird’ in English
but you ‘eat like a sparrow’ in French.

Some words with the –EAU ending
are commonplace in English: BEAU
(S/X), CHATEAU (S/X), GATEAU
(S/X), PLATEAU (S/X), TABLEAU
(S/X), and BUREAU (S/X). But have
you heard of a SUBBUREAU (S/X)?
Is that a desk inside a desk? Maybe
their frequency of use in English
allows them to
pluralise with
an S as well
as an X.

JAMBEAU
BATEAU
Forwords Winter 2019
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Other
—EAU
words are
more
obscure. A
FLAMBEAU
(S/X) is a
flaming
torch which
CORBEAU
lights up a
Mardi Gras
procession, JAMBEAU (S/X) is
mediaeval leg armour, and a
MANTEAU (S/X) is a Harry Potterish
cloak. A MORCEAU (X) means a
‘piece’ in French, as in a MORCEAU
du FROMAGE, but as it crossed The
Channel it turned into a short literary
or musical composition.
Being gender-sensitive (oh so very
sensitive), the French talk about
BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU but
NOUVELLE CUISINE. Every third
Thursday of November the most
popular VIN de PRIMEUR,
BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU, is released
for sale in France. Other French wines
playable on the Scrabble board are
MERLOT, CABERNET SAV (but not

*SAUVIGNON), RIESLING, PINOT
GRIS, and even CHATEAU MOUTON
(Sheep Castle?!).
Despite being a dead philosopher,
you can still play ROUSSEAU (S).
And stick a ‘T’ in front of him for a
bridal box or bundle. They’re all onepointers so (relatively) high probability
for Scrabble, like RESEAU (S/X), a
network or grid, and ROULEAU (S/X),
a cylindrical packet of coins, like you
might get from the bank.
I’ve played RONDEAU (X) before
(Anglicised to RONDO), albeit with a
blank. I knew it as a musical form or
dance but found out while writing this
article that it’s also a French verse of
10 or 13 lines with only two rhymes
throughout. Pretty specific.
A TRUMEAU (X) is the name given to
a pillar dividing a large doorway in a
church. You can also have a
decorative TRUMEAU mirror. How far
removed this is from TONNEAU,
home to tools and tethered dogs. A
TONNEAU, believe it or not, is the
back of a ute.
Ed note: 1) Neither ‘Potterish’ nor
either part of ‘Mardi Gras’ are
allowable plays in Scrabble.
Appearing in Mike’s article as paired
proper nouns, it looked all wrong to
notate this after our usual fashion.
2) Only one –EAU word takes an end
hook other than an S or an X. Can
you figure out which word, and which
letter hooks on to it?

Harry Potter wearing a MANTEAU?
Credit: Alamy
Forwords Winter 2019
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Twenty years ago in Forwords
by Liz Fagerlund, Mt. Albert
This seems a very timely article, as Nigel Richards from New Zealand has just
won three of the four events he entered at the French World Championships –
Blitz, Pairs (with Hervé Bohbot), and Duplicat; only missing out on Classic
Scrabble.
Duplicat is the most prestigious. For the benefit of those unfamiliar with this
format, all players are given the same tiles each round and are asked to find the
highest playable score from their tile combination. Nigel finished with a perfect
score. Many of the top players found the best score round after round, but only
one found the best score in every single round!
It has to be said that if Scrabble was played in the duplicate format in English,
chances are Nigel would win absolutely every tourney he enters (instead of just
most of them)!
Word numbers in each dictionary have increased quite a lot in 20 years. In
Collins English-language Scrabble there are now 279,496 words, and in French
-language Scrabble there are now 393,670 words. In both cases, and the
numbers in Jeff’s article, that is acceptable words 2–15 letters long.
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Mailbox
In response to the editorial in the
previous issue of Forwords, Julia
Schiller, Papatoetoe, writes:
Dear Olivia,
I read your recent piece about how it
might be a good idea to reconsider
the point values and distributions of
some of the Scrabble tiles and I write
in support.
As a designer and publisher of
games, I personally subscribe to the
Japanese philosophy of kaizen i.e.
there is always room for improvement.
All of the games my company has
been able to reprint have undergone
tweaks. For example, I made
gameplay improvements and hired an
artist to redo the cover and card back
art when I first reprinted Raid the
Pantry. Granny Wars, now undergoing
its third reprint, has had its grannies
diversified and the card design
adjusted to make it friendly for lefthanders. With Hoard, I enlarged the
font and size of the directions, making
them friendlier for presbyopic eyes,
and added an extra part so players
never have to disassemble a player
pawn.

As you wrote, the English language,
and with it the list of allowable
Scrabble words, has evolved
considerably since the time Butts
came up with the game. Although the
best-ranked players may vehemently
disagree, for most of us, luck plays
too big a role in success or failure –
you will simply find it very hard to win
if you don’t receive at least a few
power tiles. I’ve felt much better about

my losses since I started tracking
which player received the blanks, S’s,
and the J, Q, X, Z, and K, and since
deciding to play with the personal
objective of getting at least one bingo
word each game, so that I can have a
sense of satisfaction about that,
regardless of the game’s outcome.
(This is often a key distinction of
modern "Euro" board games: even if
you lose, you can feel you
accomplished something.)
So that’s my bias, and that is why I
feel, while we’re having this
discussion, that we should add the
matter of how many bonus points a
bingo can attract. I’m sure we’ve all
had the pleasure of discovering and
nutting out how to play an obscure
seven- or eight-letter word, only to
have our opponent parallel play a QI,
ZA, or now ZE right next to it, easily
scoring the same number of points
(and using far less time).
In my opinion, a seven-letter word
played without blanks and eight-plus
letter words should give the player a
bonus of at least 60 points. I would
love to see New Zealand advocate
this change before WESPA, but with
so many alleging Scrabble is already
beautiful or even perfect, I'm not going
to hold my breath.
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Murray Rogers, independent, writes:
I read the following poem at the recent Nationals. A clue
to help you discover the answers is that they appear in
alphabetical order. Happy decrypting!

Eh! An Affront of Hook Words
(Even though my head has gone askew I ask you not to go astray)
Aband or a band
Abasement or a basement
Abear or a bear
Abet or a bet
About or a bout

Unpleasantly pretty
Getting ready to put one forward
Another time a win
Beautiful mineral placed between fences
Elder or youth discrimination, what's the real thing?

Acute or a cute
Afoot or a foot
Again or a gain
Agate or a gate
Agism or a gism

A shortened crossing
Person's adjacent property is spread out
Pay the penalty for not playing
A nut found with yellow ears
Stepping over angrily

Abridge or a bridge
Abutter or a butter
Abye or a bye
Acorn or a corn
Across or a cross

Renounce the music
Humiliated by being found under the house
Endure the fuzzy big brown animal
Assist snidely in making a gamble
It's concerned with a fight

Everyone decided on selfishness
The eighth letter being scratched
The passageway in the ocean
between small land masses
Teetering while holding a vessel
A strange person has the right to keep the property

Agreed or a greed
Aitch or a itch
Aisle or a isle
Ajar or a jar
Alien or a lien

A potato in the water closet
A disheartened friend
Surprized to find it is a puzzle
Finishing prayers for the males
A religious cap placed on a cheese-loving rodent

Aloo or a loo
Amate or a mate
Amaze or a maze
Amens or a mens
Amice or a mice
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Not quite on target, young lady
Butt, it is the 13th letter of the Greek alphabet
Smoldering, keep quiet
Powdery gray, want to stay away
Don't want to go to the gathering

Amiss or a miss
Anus or a nus
Ash or a sh
Ashy or a shy
Asocial or a social

Desire to go higher to the top of the church
Coordination is lost between all the vehicles
Alone in the ocean it takes its demise
It may be small, the male animal
Debilitation can still be rewarded

Aspire or a spire
Ataxies or a taxies
Atoll or a toll
Atom or a tom
Atrophy or a trophy

Avenue or a venue
Aversion or a version
Avoid or a void
Away or a way

Being amazed at the bird's flight
The affirmatives, many or just one
16th letter of the Hebrew alphabet is the female version
Two adjacent nitrogen and carbon atoms
cross a yak and a cow

Awing or a wing
Ayes or a yes
Ayin or a yin
Azo or a zo

Just down the road is the meeting place
Shying away from doing it this way
Stay away from nothing
Somewhere else there is a possibility

All of a sudden you can now begin making a poem for the other 25 letters astart or a start - take your choice of a letter.
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John Foster, Independent, writes:

Su Walker, Independent, writes:

When reading the Autumn issue’s 20
Years Ago article written by Liz, a
recent expensive glitch of my own
came to mind. Playing against
Alastair, there was a spare E which he
played through, putting COD in front
and SIGN after to make CODESIGN.
As I first saw CODE and then SIGN,
that is the way I read it, as a
compound noun like CODENAME or
CODEWORD. Only when I was
keying in my challenge did I see the
word correctly. The end result of the
game was a draw, which Alastair had
to work very hard to find, so it was
indeed an expensive error.

I was playing with Cicely Bruce from
Whangarei, and played RAINED first
move. She added the T a few turns
later. On my last move, when I
couldn’t place my bonus, I added
UNRES- to TRAINED, feeling very
proud of my 12-letter word!

DIY Giant Wall Scrabble
by Jen Woodhouse

This amazing photograph is of a project from a blog, The House of Wood :
The DIY life of a military wife.
While most of the words
displayed are proper names and/
or brand names, WOODHOUSE
and CHAMFER(ED) are
allowable plays. The blog post at
https://jenwoodhouse.com/diygiant-wall-scrabble/ details the
14 steps the author went through
to create this glorious
masterpiece that I think every
one of us probably wants now in
our own homes. Having read the
blog post and admired its many
pictures of the work in progress
several times, I feel like the
project is actually doable (if I
only had the right tools!) We
can’t share more here, due to
copyright restrictions, but I
encourage you to visit the blog
and have a read for yourself.
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Olivia Godfrey, Whanganui, writes:
Most of you who
have been around
the New Zealand
Scrabble scene
for a while will be
familiar with my
guide dog,
Hershey. Many of
you will also be
aware that
Hershey has been
due to retire for a
while now. Well,
Hershey
at the ripe old age
of 11 and a half, Hershey has finally
been allowed to move to her new
home in the country where she will be
taking up residence with a friend of
mine who has coveted Hershey for
years.
After almost 10 years together, it was
really hard to say goodbye. But, after
seeing me through two job changes,
two house moves, the death of my
mum and the death of one of my best

Jeff Grant, Independent, writes:
At the Nationals, Joanne Craig won
the prize for the most unusual word
with CACODYLS. The singular form
of this chemical term is defined
in Chambers Dictionary as ‘a
colourless, poisonous, foul-smelling
liquid, composed of arsenic, carbon,
and hydrogen’.
Sounds delightful! I recently saw an
article on transposing the names of
countries, for instance ALGERIA to
REGALIA and CHILE to ELCHI. Many
of the transposals are not allowed in
Scrabble including the one for Sri
Lanka - *ALKARSIN, which the

friends, one divorce, and the birth of
four children, I think Hershey has well
and truly earned her retirement.
Our family
was very
sad to
farewell
our little
Black
Labrador.
However,
we are
also very pleased to welcome a new
member to our household. Our
Golden Retriever friend, Lola, has
bounced into our lives. At 20 months
old, she is lively, rambunctious, and,
just like Hershey, her name is
completely useless as far as Scrabble
is concerned. However at least Lola’s
name has a valid Scrabble anagram:
OLLA, which takes some interesting
hooks besides the predictable plural –
S. Ah well, I guess that it was just too
much to hope for a “seeing eye dog”
named Retinas!

big Webster’s tells us is 'CACODYL
oxide’.
There are many weird and wonderful
new words ok in Scrabble now. On
first skimming the new seven-letter
words I noticed INDYREF, apparently
a referendum on independence. At
the time I thought ‘must remember
that if I ever get *FRIENDY on my
rack'. Sure enough at the next
meeting of the Hastings Scrabble
group I got those exact letters (not
even a blank). We had agreed to start
playing the new words immediately,
so maybe in mid-June I was the first
person to play INDYREF?
Forwords Winter 2019
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Dylan Early, Independent, shared
the following ‘verbosities’:

Question 2: Which nursery rhyme has
been obfuscated thus?

Question 1: Which five-letter word
starting with a B is being described
here?

Scintillate, scintillate, globule vivific
Fain would I fathom thy nature specific
Loftily poised in the ether capacious
Strongly resembling a gem
carbonaceous!

A temporary erythema and calorific
effulgence of the physiognomy,
*aeteologized by the perceptiveness
of the sensorium, in a predicament
of *inequilibrity, from a sense of
shame, anger or other cause,
eventuating in a paresis of the vasemotorial, muscular filaments of the
facial capillaries, whereby, being
divested of their elasticity, they
become suffused with a radiance
emanating from an intimidated
*praecordia.

When torrid Phoebus *removeth
his presence
Ceasing to lamp us
with fierce incandescence
Then you illumine the regions supernal
Scintillate, scintillate semper nocturnal.
The traveler on lusterless
peregrination
Gratefully hails your
minute coruscation
He could not determine
his journey’s direction
But for your bright scintillating
protection.

Answer 2: Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
Answer 1: BLUSH

Hall of Fame
by Jennifer Smith, Kiwi Scrabblers
Hello. I was born in 1836, one of four
children. My father was a lawyer and
the mayor of San Fernando in
Trinidad and Tobago; my mother was
an adventurous pioneer of
photography. They gave me the
names Robert John Lechmere, but I
was always called Lechmere.
I was raised by my grandparents in
Kinnersley Castle, a 13th-century
Norman castle in Herefordshire,
England. I practically taught myself to
read at the age of three, and always
wanted to explore the world as a
scientist. At the age of 18, I entered
Forwords Winter 2019

Oxford University. My uncle urged me
to return home to manage the family’s
estate, but I didn’t want a bar of it, so
when I came into an inheritance from
another relative, I “left England” (i.e.
ran away!). I visited Australia,
Tasmania, and was shipwrecked on
the coast of the North Island of New
Zealand in 1856.
For two years, I lived among the
indigenous Māori people who had
rescued me. During that time, I
explored the island, mapping the area
and collecting specimens. Although
this was at the time of the Land Wars,
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I was treated with
great hospitality, and
to the end of my life I
loved talking about my
adventures with the
Māori. I also loved
showing off the tattoos
on my back (various
Robert John designs, including a
Lechmere Guppy canoe) and the
tattooed ring on my
wedding finger. I had left just in time
to avoid marrying the chief’s daughter!
(I knew you Kiwis would find that
interesting!) After I rejoined my
parents and brother living in Trinidad,
I married and became Trinidad’s Chief
Inspector of Schools until my
retirement in 1891.
Although I’d had no formal training in
the sciences, my enthusiasm and
meticulous investigative work enabled
me to write and publish numerous
articles on the paleontology, geology,
and zoology of the West Indian region
– I contributed about 70 memoirs or
papers between 1863 and 1913. I
also served as president of the
Scientific Association of Trinidad, as
well as of the Royal Victoria Institute
Board.
During my surveys in Trinidad, I
noticed a small fish, which was called
the “millions fish” at the time.
Intrigued, I sent samples in 1866 to
the curator of the British Museum,
who happened to be a renowned
ichthyologist. The fish was named
GUPPY in my honour (my surname
being GUPPY) later that year.
Although it was later discovered that
the fish had previously been
described in America, the common
name “guppy” still remains.
In that same year, my brother Francis

A school of GUPPY
and I founded the “Trinidad
Almanack” – a reference book that
was eventually taken over by the
government as the official yearbook. I
also founded what was to become the
National Museum in Port-of-Spain,
and I served as the Institute’s
president for years until my death in
1916.
Remember me, Lechmere Guppy,
when you play GUPPY or GUPPIES.
Guppies inhabit every continent on
earth except Antarctica, so that
means my name is known throughout
the world.

Submitted by Alastair Richards
Forwords Winter 2019
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Improving your Scrabble game
through playing Scrabble vs. swotting
by Selena Chan, Christchurch
While working through a pile of
reference material around skills-based
learning, I came across this article:
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/
s00426-017-0905-3

Moxley, J. H., Ericsson, K. A. & Tuffiash,
M. (2017). Gender differences in
Scrabble performance and
associated engagement in
purposeful practice activities.
Psychological Research, 83: 1147.

I parked it for later reading and study
as the topic of gender differences in
Scrabble performance is a clearly
visible phenomenon. In almost all
countries, there are more female
players than male. Yet, male players
dominate the higher rankings. This
situation is also present in many other
leisure pursuits where both male and
females play in the same cohort. An
example is chess, although there are
women-only tournaments to
encourage more women to play.
In the above study, data were
collected from American players at the
annual National Championships.
Quantitative analysis was then carried
out using a range of frameworks. The
article presents the hypothesis that
the difference in outcomes between
male and female players is the
preference of female players to play
Scrabble games as the main method
for improvement. Male players are
more likely to supplement gameplaying with other learning strategies.
These include studying words by
working through dictionaries and word
Forwords Winter 2019

lists, and improving
Scrabble skills by
practising
anagramming and
analysing games.
These study
strategies are forms
Selena Chan
of ‘deliberate
practice’. Improvement in Scrabble
play is therefore not just continually
playing game after game, but requires
the mindful identification of strengths
and weaknesses and then working
towards improving weak areas and
maximising one’s strengths.
The study concluded that the female
characteristic of greater extroversion
meant women found word study or
Scrabble skills practice less
interesting than playing lots of
Scrabble games. There is also an
extrinsic satisfaction from game
playing when compared to solitary
study. It is always more fun to play a
game, with its many permutations and
problem-solving challenges, than to
wade through another iteration of
swotting up on the hundreds of
possibilities provided by RETAIN plus
one or more other letters.
The article postulated that another
reason for the difference in female
and male performance is the
difference in life objectives between
males and females. It is well-cited in
the literature that females generally
bear greater responsibilities for family
and home life. Therefore they usually
have less available leisure time than
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males. This is a socio-cultural
phenomenon which is difficult to
circumvent. However, for accumulated
deliberate practice to make a
difference (it takes about 10,000
hours of deliberate practice to reach
*experthood) efficient practice is the
key and, the article concludes, ‘just
playing the game’ is less effective.
So then, how can you maximise game
-playing as a method for improvement
if there simply isn’t enough time in
your life to devote to actual swotting?
After all, many of us (both male and
female) prefer the buzz of playing
when compared to the chore of
swotting anyway. As prefaced in
previous Forwords articles focusing
on ‘learning how to play Scrabble
better’ the following recommendations
are provided:

• Deconstruct each game after its
conclusion. This can be difficult
when everyone just wants to move
on to the next game. However, it is
important to spend a few minutes
discussing the turning point in a
game if there was one. How and
why did this occur? Was it due to
good word knowledge and judicious
endgame play, which you were
able to achieve because of
accurate tile tracking? Or did you
miss a particular move?
Backtracking a few moves when
the endgame is tight is often a good
way to learn better endgame
strategy.

don’t take an S hook at either end.
Do you find yourself wondering
game after game which letters can
hook onto JA? Hint: revising the
twos that don’t take an S hook
might help with this too. Alas, some
swotting is still required, but at least
it will be directed to filling in the
gaps and not just cycling through
endless word lists.

• Focus on strengthening weak
areas. Which aspect of the game
are you struggling with? Is it
anagramming? You could make
anagramming skill acquisition more
fun by downloading an
anagramming game on to your
phone. Is it tile tracking? Ensure
you track all your games, even
when you play the computer, and
work out which aspect of tile
tracking you are struggling with.
Test yourself each game you play
to work out if you are making
progress with these focus areas.
• Rinse and repeat. Remember,
learning Scrabble is a ‘long game’.
Not many of us are innately gifted
and will always need to work on our
game if we want to keep improving.
Using game-playing as the means
to improve your game requires
some planning and thinking
through. However, if you put in that
planning and thought, you might
just be able to have your cake and
eat it too.

• Identify common themes through
a series of games. Are you still
unsure of whether AE or OE takes
an S despite this question arising
over several games? This is a good
indicator that it might be time to
revise the two-letter words that
Forwords Winter 2019
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South African English
by Dylan Early, Independent

BRAAI
Word

BRAAI

Variations

BRAAIED, BRAAIS, BRAAIING, BRAAIVLEIS

Definition

Verb, to grill or roast meat over open coals

Synonyms

BARBECUE

Pronunciation

braɪ

Rhymes with

RYE, TRY, CRY

Often used
with

BOEREWORS (farmers’ sausage), MIELIE (an ear of corn), SOSATIE
(curried meat on a skewer, a kebab), PADKOS (leftovers for the road)

Origin

Afrikaans

Is it commonly
used?

Yes, it’s spoken daily and practised weekly

Used by
whom?

All South Africans

Examples

Hey, John, we are braaiing this weekend. You bring the boerewors and
I’ll supply the sosaties.
Guys, we are playing the All Blacks on Saturday - let’s have a braai at
my place.
Bring-and-braai is best described as a potluck barbecue

Commentary

South Africans are so obsessed with braaiing it could almost be
considered a national sport. Braaiing is one of the major pillars of South
African culture, so much so that one of the public holidays – Heritage
Day – has been nicknamed National Braai Day. A typical weekend
revolves around the braai, especially if there is a big rugby game taking
place. The action of putting meat on the fire is secondary to the
camaraderie and sense of togetherness it engenders. An average braai
lasts about three to four hours and is an opportunity for friends and
family to get together and share a few laughs while enjoying a good
meal (and commiserate about losing to the ABs of course). The ability to
make a good fire (with only one match) and cook a piece of meat
alfresco, come rain or shine, is a rite of passage for many young South
African men.
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Survey on NZASP member opinions
of Slack
by Clare Wall, Independent
In June 2019 the NZASP Exec ran a
survey of members’ use of and
opinions regarding Slack. Now that
we’ve been using Slack for a couple
of years, we felt it was time to see
how everyone feels about it.

We had 57 responses to the survey
(approximately 18% of the NZASP
membership). Of those, 50 people use
Slack and seven don’t.
For the people who don’t use Slack,
the main reasons were:
• Not able to get set up properly
• Don’t get notifications
• The user only wants to use email
(“It’s cumbersome. Receiving
emails directly was much simpler.”)
Of those who do use Slack, most
respondents reported being satisfied
with Slack (“I think that it is a great
way of communicating with NZ
Scrabblers.”). Some reported finding it
difficult to use (“It is too difficult for the
average user.”). Others worried that

less tech-savvy members struggled to
use it (“A familiarity with using emails
is required to use Slack and some of
our older club members find the Slack
layout difficult to navigate.”)
The Exec has considered the results
and decided to continue using Slack.
We’ve taken the feedback on board,
and will enhance the guidance on the
website (1) for:
1. Getting set up properly to use
Slack, and
2. Setting up notifications of new
posts.
I’ll add more help to the website in the
near future, and put a notification on
Slack when done. If you don’t use
Slack, and want help with it, keep an
eye on the website guidance page. If
you have any other questions, feel
free to contact me at
scrabble.clare@gmail.com
or 04 387 4050.
1

http://scrabble.org.nz/home/learn-how-touse-slack-for-nz-scrabble/

BRAAI
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The world’s a windy place
by Jennifer Smith, Kiwi Scrabblers
Here is the long-range wind forecast for the world for
2019 (formatted specifically for Scrabble players who
might like to learn the words in alphabetical order):
A. Even Nostradamus mentioned the
wind in one of his predictions: “The
AQUILON wind will cause the siege to
be raised.” He knew the power of the
icy north wind whose name comes
from the Latin for the god of the north
winds. So did Shakespeare, Chaucer,
and a few composers who wrote
AEOLIAN music. Modern weather
forecasts, like this one, don’t use the
name any more, though.
B. Cuba will experience the
BAYAMO, a strong wind that gusts
from the land on the south coast of
Cuba, especially near the Bight
of Bayamo. It is likely to bring a violent
thunder-squall with it.
Mongolia and Russia can expect the
BURAN to bring extreme blizzard
conditions as the strong cold
northeasterly wind sweeps across
North and Central Asia, including the
tundra of Iran and eastern Asia,
specifically Xinjiang, Siberia, and
Kazakhstan.
This year may even be the one in
every six or seven that the BURAN
gets as far as Italy. If so, it will bring
freezing conditions to several regions,
especially the Adriatic Coast and the
northeast. People in that region call it
the BORA or BOREAS (after the
Greek God of the north winds).
The rest of the world will experience
the odd BHOOT or BHUT, but this is
Forwords Winter 2019

only a small
whirlwind, not
as bad as the violent sudden gust of a
BLORE.
C and D. CYCLONES are not
expected to hit the Rockies of Canada
this year. Instead, the CHINOOK will
bring warm dry conditions – not
amounting to much more than a hot
DRAFT! Further south, In the USA,
hot dry regions will experience the
usual DUST DEVILS, tiny whirlwinds
that don’t usually cause damage.

E and F. The Mediterranean will be
exposed to its usual ETESIANS, the
northwest summer winds, and
perhaps the occasional FAVONIAN
wind, the mild and favourable west
wind.
Central Europe will enjoy a warmer
climate due to the FOHN or FOEHN,
as moist winds off the Mediterranean
Sea blow over the Alps. This is a dry,
warm, down-slope wind that develops
in the lee of a mountain range. It
results from the warming of air that
has dropped most of its moisture on
windward slopes.
FOEHNS are also called "snoweaters" for their ability to make snow
and ice melt rapidly. This is a result
not only of the warmth of FOEHN air,
but also its low relative humidity.
FOHNS can raise temperatures by as
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much as 14 °C in just a
matter of minutes.
G. By contrast, North
Africa (and Libya in
particular) is likely to
have GHIBLI or GIBLI
winds. Although they are hot and dry
and often dust-bearing, GIBLIS are
capable of causing a sudden drop in
temperature of up to 20°C, as they are
always followed by a cold front
bringing Mediterranean air.
They occur in Libya throughout the
year, but most frequently in spring and
early summer. GHIBLIS are caused
by Mediterranean depressions moving
eastwards and pushing hot air from
the desert region ahead of them. So
here’s a warning for desert dwellers of
North America: GHIBLIS can last for
days and their heat can make life
miserable. They can also have a
profound effect on the landscape by
moving vast quantities of sand. And
then they move on and the
temperatures can suddenly drop to an
unpleasantly low level.
GHIBLI or GIBLI is a local name for
the SIROCCO.
Residents of Malta and some other
islands of the Western Mediterranean
can expect the GREGALE, a
Mediterranean wind that occurs when
a low-pressure area moves through
the area to the south of Malta, causing
a strong, cool, northeasterly.
H, I and J.
Desert dwellers, especially those in
Sudan along the southern edges of
the Sahara, should be aware that a
HABOOB is likely at any time, as
strong desert winds can turn into a
violent duststorm or sandstorm.

Aircraft companies of all
nations should note that
HEADWINDS will continue to
slow aircraft flying
westwards. This is because
ISOTACHS (i.e. lines on a
map connecting points of
equal wind velocity), show the usual
JETSTREAMS, narrow belts of strong
high-altitude winds (6-9 miles above
the ground) moving east at high
speeds in excess of 200mph.

K. People in Egypt should expect
KAMSEEN (or KAMSIN, KHAMSEEN,
KHAMSIN) winds, since these are
your words for the SIROCCO and
GHIBLI. These hot southerly winds
will probably blow in your region from
March to May.
L. Elsewhere in the Mediterranean,
the LEVANTER is a boisterous
easterly wind that may upset plans for
a day’s sailing. The strong westerly or
southwesterly LIBECCIO will cause
the same problem for Corsican
yachtsmen.
If you dwell in the plains of India and
Pakistan, you should expect your
usual visit from the hot winds you
know as LOO.
M, N, and O. The MISTRAL, the
cold northerly wind from Central
France and the Alps, will dominate the
Mediterranean. If you live in Greece or
Turkey, you may also feel the
MELTEMI wind
from the north. If
you are trying to
sail north, the
MELTEMI will be
a MUZZLER for
you; that’s a
strong headwind
from the exact
Forwords Winter 2019
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direction you are trying to sail.
(Experienced sailors often call this a
NOSER.) Warning: such a wind can
OUTWIND you, that is, make you
breathless.
P and Q. And now we move on to
the southern hemisphere. The
southern pampas regions of Brazil,
Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, and
Bolivia should prepare for
the PAMPERO, a wind that will bring
a burst of cold polar air from the west,
southwest or south – and this wind
could be violent.
If you are sailing on waterways in
these regions, or going target
shooting on a range, you will need to
allow for strong, obliquely blowing
QUARTERING winds. (A
QUARTERING wind can be
hazardous because it flows diagonally
across a building or a boat, therefore
blowing across two sides of it at once
rather than hitting just one side face
on.)
R. The usual wind warning applies to
southern hemisphere countries
between the latitudes of 40 and 50
degrees. The prevailing winds that
were named the ROARING FORTIES
by the sailors who first experienced
them will blow from the west
persistently, and often at gale force,
all year round, creating stormy
oceans.
S. In late spring and summer, the
Sahara, Israel, Jordan Syria, and the
deserts of the Arabian Peninsula will
experience the hot dry desert wind
called SIMOOM or SIMOON or
SAMIEL. SIMOOM is named from the
Arabic word meaning “poison” for a
reason! It’s a suffocating, strong, dry,
dust-laden wind that often brings
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temperatures reaching 55°C, and an
air humidity falling below 10%. It can
also form into whirlwinds. It’s one of
the briefest winds but although it lasts
only 20 minutes, it can carry mounds
of dust and sand that it has scooped
from the desert floor. Thus, it will
reshape the desert and the sand
dunes across the region.
North Africa and Southern Europe will
experience the usual SIROCCO. This
wind from the Sahara that can
reach hurricane speeds, especially
during the summer season, is the
most influential wind of the
Mediterranean. It’s called SCIROCCO
or SIROCCO in Italian, SIROC or
SCIROC in parts of France, Italy, and
Spain, CHILI in Tunisia, and has a
multitude of different names in other
languages. We’ve already mentioned
it in connection with forecasts for
Libya (GHIBLI, GIBLI); and Egypt
(KAMSIN, KAMSEEN, KHAMSEEN,
KHAMSIN); and will mention it again
when we get to the forecast for
Greece. People in Spain also have
their own name for this dust-laden
southeasterly; the SOLANO.
The SIROCCO will cause dusty dry
conditions along the northern coast of
Africa, storms in the Mediterranean
Sea, and cool wet weather in Europe.
Its duration may be as short as half a
day or may last several days. While
passing over the Mediterranean Sea,
the SIROCCO picks up moisture; this
results in rainfall in the southern part
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of Italy, known locally as "blood rain"
due to the red sand mixed with the
falling rain.
Iraq and the Persian Gulf states
(including Saudi Arabia and Kuwait)
will also experience dust storms
brought by the northwesterly SHAMAL
or SHIMAAL several times this year,
mostly in summer, stronger during the
day, but decreasing at night. The wind
will cause great duststorms, especially
in July, when Baghdad may
experience five or more such storms.
The SHAMAL is part of a widespread
flow toward a low-pressure centre
over Pakistan.
Iran knows its most unpleasant wind
by the name SANSAR or SARSAR, a
word that means “icy wind of death”.
This cold whistling wind will blow from
the southwest frequently.
In Canada, strong southeast winds
called SUETES will batter Cape
Breton, as the high-speed FOEHN
winds descend from the 400m plateau
of the Cape Breton highlands to sea
level. The word SUETE originates
from the French “sud-est” meaning
southwest. Wind speeds of over
200kph are possible.
T, U, and V.
Eighteen countries
have territories that will be threatened
by tropical cyclones this year. The
most active area for these winds
globally will be the northwest Pacific
Ocean – tropical cyclones here are
called
TYPHOONS, from
the Greek word
TYPHON, meaning
whirlwind (while a
storm that occurs
in the Atlantic
Ocean or the

northeast Pacific Ocean is called a
HURRICANE). TYPHOONS can
occur at any time, but the majority of
storms will form between June and
November. The Philippines will
receive the brunt of the landfalls,
with China and Japan being impacted
slightly less.
You can also expect the usual tropical
cyclones if you live in the South
Pacific or the Indian Ocean.

Seek secure shelter during a
TYPHOON. Generally, it’s impossible
to stay UPWIND of TYPHOONS, and
wind VANES will be destroyed by
them!
W. The Strait of Magellan,
the Aleutian Islands, and the coastal
fjords of Southeast Alaska will be
subjected to the violent gusts of the
cold WILLIWAU (WILLIWAW or
WILLYWAW). The WILLIWAU results
from the descent to the sea of cold,
dense air from the snow and ice
fields of coastal mountains in high
latitudes, accelerated by the force
of gravity. (Such winds are described
as KATABATIC or CATABATIC, and
are common in Greenland and
Canada, too.) The word is of unknown
origin, but was earliest used by British
seamen in the 19th century.
Another word that became common in
the 19th century was WUTHER, as in
Wuthering Heights, or a WUTHERING
wind. It means to blow with a dull
roaring sound.
X and Y. [The tail end of the
alphabet always presents difficulties –
you won’t want to remember any of
these X words!] The citizens of Malta,
Spain, and Portugal will also
experience SIROCCO winds.
Forwords Winter 2019
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In Malta, the word for the SIROCCO
wind is *XLOKK (pronounced
SHLOCK or SCHLOCK, which are
allowable words, but meaning
something else); in Spain it’s
*XALOQUE, and in Portugal it’s
*XAROCO.
In Greece and Turkey, the prevailing
northwest winds will cause the
formation of YARDANGS. A
YARDANG is a ridge formed by wind
erosion parallel to the gale-force
prevailing winds, and is common in
Gallipoli.

as a hot and dry wind often carrying
dust.
However, it also does an essential job
of promoting snow in the arid high
altitudes of the eastern slopes of the
Andes, because at high altitude it can
sometimes reach speeds of 240km/h.
Thus, rather than being a “snoweater”, it helps the buildup of the
winter snow cover and accumulation
over the scarce local glaciers.

Z. In Argentina, you can expect
FOEN wind action to most commonly
start during the afternoons of May and
November and last 1-12 hours.
Residents of the lowlands will be
familiar with the locally-called ZONDA

Club News
One day unrated fun tournament, 18 May 2019
by Joanne Morley, Rotorua
Thirty-four players from Hamilton, Tauranga, Whakatane, and Rotorua met at
the Rotorua East Bowling club for a one-day, seven-game, unrated, "fun"
tournament. The event was designed a couple of years ago by Tauranga and
Rotorua clubs to allow our club members the opportunity to play a wider range
of opponents in a tournament-style atmosphere. This year we extended the
invites to include the Hamilton clubs and two independent players from
Whakatane. In his thanks to the Rotorua club,
Waikato Phoenix Club president David Gunn
referred to the day as the unofficial Bay of Plenty/
Waikato championships.
The winners of the four grades were:
A grade
1st Jennifer Smith KIW
2nd Shirley Martin KIW
3rd David Gunn WKP
Forwords Winter 2019

Afternoon tea made by Wendy
Anstasi’s granddaughter
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B grade
1st Shalisha Kunaratnam IND
2nd Shirley Pearce KIW
3rd Annette Coombes WKP
C grade
1st Janny Henneveld ROT
2nd Margaret Penniket KIW
3rd Dorothy Bakel TGA
D grade
1st Pam Fulton TGA
2nd Fay Wenzlick TGA
3rd Aaron Peries IND

Players during the ‘fun’ tournament

Many thanks to both Wendy Anastasi and Ruth Godwin for all their work behind
the scenes for organising the day. Ruth, thanks for opting to be a score keeper
when numbers turned out uneven. Val Isherwood, thanks for the announcing
and MC work. To all the attendees, you all contributed to a fun day where we all
enjoyed our Scrabble.

Kiwi Tournament photos

Team "RDMS" from Mt. Albert took out the top
prize in the annual Kiwi club trivia quiz with 97
points out of a possible 120, only two points ahead of
silver medallists the Scrabbleros.
Photo L-R:
Roger Cole-Baker, Dianne Cole-Baker,
Su Walker, Mary Gray

Here's a face to watch out for:
First-time competitor Joy
Jones (Independent) was
undefeated in the H Grade at
the Kiwi tournament,
winning 14 out of 14 games!
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Tournament results
Christchurch

C Grade

4-5 May 2019

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

14 games

Name

Wins Spread

Ave

A Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Howard Warner
Murray Rogers
Herb Ramsay
Lois Binnie
Jean O’Brien
Selena Chan
Anna Brouwer
Irene Smith

13
9
8
7
5.5
5
4.5
4

1,404
509
89
261
-490
-700
-761
-312

462
417
396
414
372
352
364
380

B Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Peter Johnstone
Carolyn Kyle
Paul Freeman
Shirley Hol
Marian Ross
Gabrielle Bolt
Ruth Groffman
Lyn Dawson

11
10
9
7
6
5
5
3

1,016
1,014
-45
181
-509
-233
-643
-781

415
406
384
401
377
351
357
346

Betty Eriksen
Malcolm Graham
Colleen Cook
Grant Paulin
Hanna Dodge
Joanna Fox
Marilyn Sinclair
Madelaine Green

13
8
8
8
6
5
5
3

1,147
588
113
-62
4
-173
-729
-888

399
373
359
361
349
351
321
316

11
10
10
8.5
8
7
6
5.5
4

593
767
651
582
46
-72
-61
-654
-1,152

341
381
348
362
331
325
328
289
266

D Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Llane Hadden
Kathleen Mori-Barker
Noeline Monsef
Phyllis Paltridge
Sharon McKenzie
Marion McLean
Tara Hurley
Bruce Weatherall
Trish Fox

Tournament Calendar 2019
Tournament

Location

Dates

Mt. Albert

Auckland

12-13 October

Whanganui

Whanganui 26-27 October

Rodney

Rodney

11th Hour

North Shore 10 November

Otago

Dunedin

9 November

16-17
November

Nola Borrell plays Dianne Cole-Baker
at the 2019 National Championships

High finance:
Anna Brouwer
putting the
Nationals prize
money into
envelopes
Credit Clare Wall
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NZASP National Championship

C Grade

1-3 June 2019
22 games

Name

Club

Wins Spread Ave

A Grade

1

Margie Hurly

WRE

2
3

Lynn Wood
Herb Ramsay

IND 13.5
CHC 13

390 395
40 395

IND

1

Alastair Richards

IND

18

1291 447

4

Jean O’Brien

2

Howard Warner

IND

13.5

502 429

3

Blue Thorogood

IND

12.5

439 423

5
6

Glenyss Buchanan LOH
Anna Brouwer
IND

4

Joanne Craig

IND

12

933 447

5

Lyres Freeth

IND

12

603 430

7
8

Carolyn Kyle
Peter Johnstone

6

Dylan Early

IND

12

148 425

9

Lorraine Van Veen

7

Lynne Butler

WAN 11.5

-245 410

8

Jeff Grant

IND

10

-236 423

9

Lawson Sue

PAK

9

-510 393

10 Anderina McLean

WAN

9

-1271 379

11 Peter Sinton

DUN

6.5

-396 409

1

12 Liz Fagerlund

MTA

6

-1258 376

2

2
3

Heather Long
Steven Brown
Karen Richards

AUS
KAP

13
13

AUS 12.5

921
442
304

236 411

12

149 381

11.5
11

695 408
398 388

IND
CHC

11
11

120 390
-35 387

IND

11

-292 386

10 Clare Wall
11 Selena Chan

IND
CHC

10
9

-256 376
-495 377

12 Helen Sillis

NPL

5

-950 362

Yvette Hewlett

WAN

15

514 406

Peter Bauer

AUS

13

438 385

3

Rosalind Phillips

TGA

13

232 385

425

4

Dianne Cole-Baker MTA

12

421 379

425

5

Roger Cole-Baker

MTA

12

272 379

418

6

Ruth Groffman

DUN

11

125 378

Shirley Hol

CHC

11

62 393
23 380

B Grade
1

14

D Grade

4

Lewis Hawkins

CHC

12

360

399

7

5

Glennis Hale

IND

12

186

414

8

Yoon Kim Fong

KIW

11

387

9

Pam Barlow

IND

11

18 380

CHC

10

-43 388

MTA

10

-252 374

6

Paul Richards

AUS

12

-418

7

Cicely Bruce

WRE

11

247

410

10 Anne Goldstein

8

Rosemary Cleary

WAN

11

224

402

11 Mary Gray

9

Jennifer Smith

KIW 10.5

-174

393

12 Nola Borrell

IND

9

-751 359

389

13 Betty Eriksen

WAN

9

-783 354

14 Su Walker

IND

7

-276 387

10 Nick Ascroft

WEL

10

-486

11 Scott Chaput

DUN

8

-1090

381

12 Murray Rogers

IND

7

-516

369

Left:
Ryman representative
Josie McCrone with
A Grade winner,
Alastair Richards
Right:
B grade winner,
Heather Long
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E Grade
1

Heather Landon

TGA

15

299 376

2

Leila Thomson

LOH

14

848 392

3

Jena Yousif

WRE

13

521 391

4
5

Sheila Reed
Jenny Litchfield

WEL
WRE

13
12

75 364
388 381

6

Marian Ross

DUN

11

70 379

7

Grant Paulin

DUN

11

-395 353

8

Malcolm Graham

CHC

10

-70 371

9

Christina Linwood

AUS

10

-73 366

10

Karen Miller

IND

10

-83 359

11

Chris Bell

WEL

10

-519 351

12

Lyn Toka

KIW

9

30 365

13

Gabrielle Bolt

CHC

9

-679 341

14

Junior Gesmundo

PAP

7

-412 358

NEL

17.5

694 363

Howard Warner with D Grade
winner, Yvette Hewlett

F Grade
1

Tony Charlton

2

Colleen Cook

CHC 13.5

565 372

3

Suzanne Liddall

WRE

13

812 393

4

Suzanne Harding

WRE

13

122 367

5

Anne Scatchard

WRE

13

97 333

6

Cathy Casey

MTA

12

317 374

7

Noeline Monsef

CHC

12

281 354

8

Sharron Nelley

KIW

12

9

Joanna Fox

CHC 10.5

10

Judy Driscoll

KAP

10

158 360

11

Sharon Teasdale

DUN

10

-388 343

12

Ruth Godwin

ROT

9.5

-214 345

13

Marilyn Sinclair

CHC

5

-1237 324

14

Awhina Taikato

WAN

3

-1545 300

-84 352

E Grade winner,
Heather Landon

422 372

Above:
F Grade winner,
Tony Charlton
Left:
C Grade winner,
Margie Hurly
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Whangarei

D Grade

6-7 July 2019

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

14 games

Name

Wins Spread Ave

A Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Lawson Sue
Andrew Bradley
Cicely Bruce
Glennis Hale
Jennifer Smith
Val Mills
Lynn Wood
Margie Hurly

12
9
8
8
8
7
2
2

668
4
766
163
31
-142
-691
-799

422
411
431
409
398
402
370
362

11
8
7
7
7
6
6
4

649
73
136
83
-55
29
-530
-385

420
386
395
393
381
393
369
372

B Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Herb Ramsay
Allie Quinn
Shirley Martin
Lorraine Van Veen
Jean O’Brien
Stan Gregec
Carolyn Kyle
Mary Curtis

C Grade
1
2
3
4

Dianne Cole-Baker
Roger Cole-Baker
David Gunn
Joanne Morley

10
8
8
7.5

537
380
75
-114

402
371
385
390

5
6
7
8

Mary Gray
Jeanette Grimmer
Ruth Groffman
Heather Landon

7
5.5
5
5

-482
-73
-68
-255

356
372
376
352

Jason Simpson
Bev Edwards
Su Walker
Jenny Litchfield
Betty Eriksen
Bernie Jardine
Jena Yousif
Merelyn Fuemana

8
7.5
7
7
7
7
6.5
6

102
240
161
127
-232
-378
78
-98

383
380
387
390
354
379
379
374

E Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Junior Gesmundo
Wendy Anastasi
Suzanne Harding
Antonia Aarts
Anne Scatchard
Suzanne Liddall
Julia Schiller
Annette Coombes
June Dowling
Jacqueline
10 Coldham-Fussell

10
9
8
8
8
7
7
5
4

244
313
214
135
19
426
-76
-352
-371

371
363
377
360
332
385
363
345
344

4

-552

333

10
9
8
8
7
7
7
5
5
4

551
345
174
29
185
185
-203
131
-680
-717

362
350
349
348
342
334
314
334
309
299

F Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Sandra Cowen
Ruth Godwin
Dorothy Bakel
Rodney Jardine
Margaret Toso
Jackie Reid
Margaret Peters
Dael Shaw
Noelene Bettjeman
Susan Schiller

Whangarei club members, winners of
the team medal at the Nationals
L-R:
Anne Scatchard, Suzanne Harding,
Margie Hurly, Jenny Litchfield,
Jena Yousif, and Suzanne Liddall
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Kiwi
10-11 August 2019
14 games

Name

Wins

Spread

Ave

12
12
8
7
6
4
4
3

1345
618
120
-338
-46
-453
-541
-705

466
442
419
396
411
375
398
387

11
11
7
7
7
6
4
3

782
764
167
-44
-264
-350
-642
-413

412
426
412
382
372
374
374
369

9
9
8
8
7
7
6
2

605
-16
126
94
-36
-297
210
-686

422
398
380
386
377
382
388
356

1
2

11
10
9
8
5.5
5
4
3.5

564
268
278
22
-272
-349
-297
-214

388
394
378
384
380
374
369
397

H Grade

E Grade

A Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Howard Warner
Cicely Bruce
Lyres Freeth
Glennis Hale
Andrew Bradley
Lawson Sue
Anderina McLean
Liz Fagerlund
Jennifer Smith
Val Mills
Glenda Foster
Pam Robson
Roger Coates
Delcie Macbeth
Lorraine Van Veen
Shirley Martin
Yoon Kim Fong
Roger Cole-Baker
David Gunn
Rosalind Phillips
Dianne Cole-Baker
Carolyn Kyle
Jean O’Brien
Joanne Morley

D Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Betty Eriksen
Jason Simpson
Heather Landon
Mary Gray
Helen Sillis
Jena Yousif
Bev Edwards
Su Walker

11
8.5
8
7.5
7
5
5
4

570
232
91
89
326
51
-488
-871

402
379
382
394
384
367
363
339

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Julia Schiller
Sharron Nelley
Shalisha Kunaratnam
Suzanne Liddall
Suzanne Harding
Anne Scatchard
Rosemary Wauters
Annette Coombes

9
9
8
8
7
6.5
5.5
3

463
289
457
244
-374
-25
12
-1066

385
359
396
398
352
346
377
337

10.5
10

711
785

369
375

9

465

374

8
7.5
6
4
1

-52
-7
-140
-106
-1656

345
348
346
329
284

14
10
10
8
7
4
3
0

1150
584
203
392
-230
-441
-482
-1176

375
350
360
347
317
304
311
276

G Grade

C Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Carole Coates
Merelyn Fuemana
Barney Bonthron
Jenny Litchfield
Lyn Toka
Karen Miller
Junior Gesmundo
Glenda Geard

F Grade

B Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Ruth Godwin
Margaret Penniket
Jacqueline
Coldham-Fussell
Jillian Greening
Joan Beale
Faye Leach
Jackie Reid
Karen Stewart
Joy Jones
Dael Shaw
Aaron Peries
Awhina Taikato
Pam Fulton
Fay Wenzlick
Fay Wright
Susan Schiller
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Rankings as at 8 September 2019
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Name
Rating
Alastair Richards (GM) 2353
Howard Warner (GM) 2253
Joanne Craig (GM)
2125
Dylan Early (GM)
2121
Lyres Freeth (GM)
2115
Blue Thorogood (GM) 2100
Patrick Carter (GM)
2094
Jeff Grant (GM)
2060
Peter Sinton (GM)
2010
Andrew Bradley (GM) 1972
Cicely Bruce (GM)
1971
Lawson Sue (GM)
1967
Lynne Butler (GM)
1940
John Foster (GM)
1915
Anderina McLean (GM) 1895
Glennis Hale (GM)
1880
Lewis Hawkins
1832
Karen Richards (E)
1819
Paul Richards
1807
Jennifer Smith
1806
Steven Brown (GM)
1805
Liz Fagerlund (GM)
1793
Val Mills (E)
1788
Nick Ascroft
1781
Murray Rogers (E)
1771
Scott Chaput (E)
1749
Rosemary Cleary (E) 1741
Lois Binnie
1719
Glenda Foster (E)
1690
Herb Ramsay
1673
Olivia Godfrey (E)
1671
Paul Lister (E)
1666
Glenyss Buchanan
1600
John Baird
1599
Karen Gray
1588
Pam Robson
1588
Lorraine Van Veen
1555
Roger Coates
1540
Irene Smith
1529
Peter Johnstone
1527
Margie Hurly
1526
Rosalind Phillips
1524
Anna Brouwer
1523
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Wins Games
328
411
2351.5 3133
443.5 673
151
231
637.5 959
776 1099
876.5 1382
1807 2427
827.5 1172
982 1846
787.5 1433
1157 2118
997.5 1659
1758.5 3107
925 1733
1658.5 3009
314
523
104
187
43
76
1310.5 2714
962 1806
1484 2851
1539.5 3164
245
454
1103 2102
320
563
931 1998
178
361
1206.5 2425
239
388
948.5 1835
908.5 1655
755 1630
348
637
320.5 604
655.5 1424
1019 2058
917 1910
266
546
274.5 516
402
817
690.5 1345
884 1798

%
80%
75%
66%
65%
66%
71%
63%
74%
71%
53%
55%
55%
60%
57%
53%
55%
60%
56%
57%
48%
53%
52%
49%
54%
52%
57%
47%
49%
50%
62%
52%
55%
46%
55%
53%
46%
50%
48%
49%
53%
49%
51%
49%

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

Name
Rating Wins
Lynn Wood
1518 2218.5
Delcie Macbeth
1507 1079.5
Shirley Martin
1497 1111.5
David Gunn
1496 1483
Vicky Robertson
1482 429
Allie Quinn
1480 1208
Clare Wall
1473 368
Roger Cole-Baker 1473 747
Karl Scherer
1460 133
Dianne Cole-Baker 1457 698
Stan Gregec
1456 204
Yvette Hewlett
1443 530.5
Mary Curtis
1441 434
Selena Chan
1440 399.5
Yoon Kim Fong
1437 741
Pam Barlow
1397 885
Carolyn Kyle
1394 1091
Jean O'Brien
1380 1444
Anne Goldstein
1378 258
Robert Springer
1365 20
Mary Gray
1353 775.5
Shirley Hol
1350 819.5
Nola Borrell
1344 599.5
Betty Eriksen
1334 1756.5
Joanne Morley
1327 183.5
Jeanette Grimmer 1324 301
Heather Landon
1308 752.5
Ruth Groffman
1300 731
Helen Sillis
1298 810
Lynn Carter
1293 845.5
Joan Thomas
1289 1245
Leila Thomson
1276 639.5
Barney Bonthron 1272 116.5
Carole Coates
1246 786
Barbara Dunn
1237 377.5
Shirley Pearce
1225 154
Bev Edwards
1216 310
Jena Yousif
1215 628
Jenny Litchfield
1211 174.5
Chris Bell
1210 29
Faye Cronhelm
1206 975
Sheila Reed
1190 355
Gabrielle Bolt
1180 558.5

Games
4670
2075
2227
3013
893
2480
711
1446
236
1352
377
1104
825
795
1453
1759
2206
2846
518
45
1570
1742
1127
3472
344
621
1493
1475
1666
1642
2503
1393
202
1615
654
315
600
1259
303
62
1953
735
1090

%
48%
52%
50%
49%
48%
49%
52%
52%
56%
52%
54%
48%
53%
50%
51%
50%
49%
51%
50%
44%
49%
47%
53%
51%
53%
48%
50%
50%
49%
51%
50%
46%
58%
49%
58%
49%
52%
50%
58%
47%
50%
48%
51%
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Name
87 Bernie Jardine
88 Su Walker

Rating Wins Games %
1179 214
414 52%
1178 1245 2455 51%

Name
Rating Wins Games %
129 Madelaine Green
774 159.5 305 52%
130 Sharon Teasdale

757

28

52

54%

89

Lyn Dawson

1165 437.5

847 52%

131 Rodney Jardine

722 184

386

48%

90

Margaret Bullen

1156 165.5

313 53%

91

Marian Ross

1153 664.5 1302 51%

132 Annette Coombes
133 Phyllis Paltridge

717 905
715 172

1972
361

46%
48%

92

Chris Handley

1145 437.5

134 Llane Hadden

715

52

122

43%

93

Lyn Toka

1143 641.5 1241 52%

135 Joan Beale

685 395

773

51%

94

Merelyn Fuemana

1141 148

136 Tim Henneveld

684 553

1216

45%

95

Allison Torrance

1134 536.5 1038 52%

137 Kathleen Mori-Barker

669 433

877

49%

96
97

Malcolm Graham
Grant Paulin

1122 701.5 1411 50%
1114 56.5 110 51%

138 Marilyn Sinclair
139 Anne-Louise Milne

644 184.5
631 181

392
521

47%
35%

98

Ernie Gidman

1105 468.5

945 50%

140 Betty Don

622 288.5

622

46%

99

Colleen Cook

1099 469

961 49%

141 Dorothy Bakel

621

212

41%

100 Karen Miller

1098 666

1314 51%

142 Sharon McKenzie

600 51.5

108

48%

101 Glenda Geard

1081 1248.5 2540 49%

143 Valma Gidman

584 758.5 1544

49%

102 Suzanne Ford

1065 242

458 53%

103 Ray Goodyear

1060 280.5

583 48%

144 Marion McLean
145 Judy Cronin

578 28
562 208.5

63
500

44%
42%

104 Tony Charlton

1055 388

808 48%

146 Margaret Toso

543 176

399

44%

105 Jo Ann Ingram
106 Julia Schiller

1040 299
1002 352

582 51%
767 46%

147 Faye Leach

536 159

396

40%

148 Joyce Mowbray

530

208

43%

857 51%
282 52%

86

89

107 Sharron Nelley

988 129.5

239 54%

149 Jan Kite

528 67.5

136

50%

108 Junior Gesmundo

973 280.5

573 49%

109 Suzanne Liddall

965 116

214 54%

150 Jillian Greening
151 Frances Higham

526 440
496 304.5

916
806

48%
38%

110 Suzanne Harding

962 669

1333 50%

152 Jackie Reid

495 112

232

48%

111 Wendy Anastasi

953 113.5

183 62%

153 Awhina Taikato

490

19

49

39%

112 Antonia Aarts

940 368.5

791 47%

154 Dael Shaw

458

33

66

50%

113 Joanna Fox

933 218.5

433 50%

155 Pam Fulton

445

35

76

46%

114 Ruth Godwin

911 539.5 1152 47%

156 Lynn Thompson
157 Joan Stanners

441 368
440 102.5

866
226

42%
45%

158 Noelene Bettjeman

418 379.5

828

46%

159 Lyn Blaker

413

72

50%

115 Hanna Dodge
910 211
116 Shalisha Kunaratnam 904 19
37

404 52%
40 48%

117 Cathy Casey

878

118 Anne Scatchard

876 610.5 1194 51%

160 Hannah Roberts

289 38.5

107

36%

119 Andrew Campbell

874

22

56 39%

161 Bruce Weatherall

197 10.5

41

26%

120 Noeline Monsef

855

57

115 50%

121 Rosemary Wauters

850 191

395 48%

162 Fay Wenzlick
163 Bev Allen

189 31
150 66.5

90
298

34%
22%

122 Sandra Cowen

842 125.5

270 46%

164 Valerie Smith

132 87.5

123 Judy Driscoll

832 297.5

745 40%

165 Trish Fox

124 June Dowling
125 Janny Henneveld

827 106
816 593

189 56%
1211 49%

126 Mandy Thorogood
Jacqueline
127 Coldham-Fussell

798

128 Judith Thomas

791 268.5

73

72 51%

166 Susan Schiller

36

357

25%

23

46

355

13%

0

81

441

18%

141 52%

798 777.5 1586 49%
575 47%
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Club

Club Contact

Email

John Baird

Phone
Number
03 332 5996

Christchurch (CHC)
Dunedin (DUN)

Chris Handley

03 464 0199

chris@redheron.com

7pm Tues

Hastings (HAS)

Joan Thomas

06 878 2418

thomas.joan@xtra.co.nz

1pm Tues

Kapiti (KAP)

Judy Driscoll

04 293 8165

judydriscoll5@gmail.com

7pm Mon

Kiwi Scrabblers (KIW)

Jacqueline
Coldham-Fussell

07 846 7422

jicoldham-fussell
@hotmail.co.nz

1pm/7pm
Alternate
Thurs

Lower Hutt (LOH)

Glenyss
Buchanan

04 569 5433

glenyss.buchanan
@xtra.co.nz

7.30pm Tues

Mt. Albert (MTA)

Judy Cronin

09 626 6390

bvjac@ihug.co.nz

7pm Mon

Nelson (NEL)

Tony Charlton

03 545 1159

tonycharlton44
@gmail.com

7pm Wed

Pakuranga (PAK)

Jeanette Owler

09 534 4453

cliffordo@xtra.co.nz

12.30pm Tues
7pm Thurs

Papatoetoe (PAP)

Frances Higham

09 278 4595

jambo@actrix.co.nz

1pm Mon

Rodney (ROD)

Vivienne Mickelson

09 902 9207

12.45pm Mon

Rotorua (ROT)

Ruth Godwin

07 349 6954

vivienne.moss20
@gmail.com
ruthmgodwin
@gmail.com

Tauranga (TGA)

Barbara Dunn

07 544 8372

dunn.barbara44
@gmail.com

9am Tues

Waikato Phoenix (WKP) David Gunn

07 855 9970

-

-

Waitara (WTA)

Ngaire Kemp

06 754 4017

1pm Wed

Whanganui (WAN)

Lynne Butler

027 428 5758

ngairelyndac
@slingshot.co.nz
scrabblynne@gmail.com

Scrabble Wellington
(WEL)
Whangarei (WRE)

Nick Ascroft

-

nick_ascroft@hotmail.com 7pm Wed

Jenny Litchfield

022 106 3857

jen.e.litchfield@gmail.com 1pm Thurs

Ratings Officer

Steven Brown

021 164 4641

sgbrown@mac.com

Forwords Editors

Anderina McLean

021 266 8399

anderinamclean@googlemail.com

Olivia Godfrey

021 413 697

olivia.awhi@gmail.com

Layout

Lyres Freeth

-

lyresfreeth@gmail.com

Distribution

Lynn Wood

04 387 2581

lynnypinny49@gmail.com

john@jrbsoftware.com

www.scrabble.org.nz

Meeting Day
& Time
12.30 pm Wed
6.45pm Fri

9am Thurs

1pm Mon

